On behalf of the students, faculty and staff, we gratefully acknowledge the following donors:

These charitable gifts in support of CSU Channel Islands were made from July 1, 2020 to June 30, 2021. Every gift makes a difference and every donor is appreciated. Thank you!

LEGACY GIVING
Jeanne Adams ♦
Tim Allison
Janice and Marshall Applegate
Stephen Arneson †
Libby Barrabee ♦
Megan Bell
Judy and Steve Block
Jeffrey Boyle
Jorge Corralejo
Bob Darakjy
Linda Dullam ♦
Grace Durst ♦
Bijian Fan and Jerry Clifford †
Kim Lamb Gregory
and Jeff Argabright
Catherine Harrington
Nichole and Dallas Ipach §
Barbara Johnson †
Joyce Kennedy
Terri and Mark Lisagor ♦
Beckie and Owen Lubow
Thomas McKiernan
Carole and Douglas McRae ♦
Pat and Rick Metheny
Lynda Nahra and Claude Dorais †
Susan Part
Louise and Neil Paton
Phyllis Pattison
Anna and Fletcher Pavin ♦
May Porter
Dee Press and Marianne Slaughter
Patricia Richards Dodds and Thomas Dodds ♦
Rhonda and Donald Rodriguez
Karen Romney
Juan Ros
Vicki and Richard Sharp
Marianne Slaughter and Dee Press
Howard Smith
Sheila and John Suarez ♦
Barbara Thorpe Cartee ♦
Tina and Louie Valdez †
Laurie and Gary Wartik
Nancy and Carl Wesely
Kathleen Wulf §
Anonymous §

SOCIETY OF DISTINCTION
Amgen Foundation
Bank of America Charitable Foundation, Inc
Steven Blois
Cheryl and John Broome †
Patricia and John Broome
Margaret Tiplady Burgess
Canteen of Coastal California
City of Camarillo
Cindi Daley
Linda Dullam *♦
Joan and Dennis Gaiser
Toni Gardiner
Gene Haas Foundation
Elise and William Kearney ♦
Leah Lacayo ♦

Robert Lagomarsino
Terri and Mark Lisagor *♦
Martin V. and Martha K. Smith Foundation
Carolynn and John Nicholson
John Poe
Victoria Pozzi
Rabobank
Barbara and Herbert Rosenkrantz
Richard Rush ♦
SAGE Publishing
Dorothy Scott ♦
Southern California Edison
Southern California Gas Company
St. John’s Regional Medical Center
Marjorie and Ronald Tegland
Union Bank
Ventura County Community Foundation
Verizon, Inc.
Karen and Peter Wollons
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Why I Give ~ ANDREW SALINAS

Port Hueneme Police Department Chief of Police Andrew Salinas

established a nursing scholarship in honor of his late mother Mayra Aguirre. “The primary reason I established the scholarship was to allow the legacy of my mother, whose shortened life was dedicated to helping others, to be carried on not only by her children but by those who face the same challenges as she did.

She was a single mother of three and put herself through nursing school while maintaining a full-time job. We want those who may come from less fortunate backgrounds to have the resources to advance their education in the Nursing program so they can begin making a difference as my mother did. My mother not only used her nursing degree to help others but used her bilingual skills to assist families who needed help better understanding the medical process.”

MAJOR GIFTS

Linda Dullam * ○ Tipper Gore
Betsy and John Grether ○ Terri and Mark Lisagor * ○
Dorothy Scott ○ Mackenzie Scott and Dan Jewett
Judith and Jack Stapelmann † Keith Westcott †

$10,000–$24,999

Jeanne Adams * ○ Margo Baker Barbakow and Jeffrey Barbakow †
JJ and Jim Birkenshaw † Cheryl and John Broome †
Christine Garvey and George Gelles † Elise and William Kearney ○
Beryl and Neil Kreisel †

$5,000–$9,999

Erika Beck † Marguerite and Jeffrey Browne ○
Cindi Daley ○ Rod Gilbert † Mitchell Green †
Barbara Johnson * † Neil Matsumori ○
Colleen and Tom Nevins Diane and Doug Off ○
Lois Rice † Eileen and James Rinde †
Richard Rush ○ Anonymous * † Patricia and Drew West †

$1,000–$4,999

Stephen Arneson * † Libby Barabree ○ §
Marilyn and Roger Benson § Celia and Amir Biniaz §
Nancy and John Borchard ○ Nina Butler ○
Margaret and Kevin Carey § Lauren Cruz ‘08 and Kevin Cruz ‘08 †
Heather and Milton Daily ○ Toni and Curtis DeBoní ‘09 † Carrick DeHart †
Leonard Dryer † Grace Durst † ○ Vicki Engard §
Carol and Handel Evans ○ Genevieve Evans Taylor and Curtis Taylor †
Therese and Peter Eyermann § Karen and Glen Farr ○
Nancy Gallagher ○ Irene and Jorge Garcia § Lydia and Grant Geissman §
Eva Gomez ‘09 and Armando Gomez † Anonymous §
Carol and Allan Gottlieb † Jeffrey Grant † Geri and Fred Gretan §
Brooke and Philip Hampton ○ Sharon and Clint Harper †
Ruth Hemming ○ James C. Henry ○
Sharon and William Hillbrant § Carol Holder and
carl Kinsman † Nichole and Dallas Ipach * §
Janet and John Jacobs † Kristy and Jonathan Johnen †
Carol Kiessig † Leah Lacayo ○ George Leis †
Jill LeMieux and Richard LeRoy † Stella and Hillary Ling ○
Carolyn Locke § John Lu † David Maron †
BriAnne McGrath Frances McNeill †
Margaret Meehan and Joaquin Nunez ○ Salvador Moreno
Nicki and Michael Morris § Peter Mosinskis †
Mimi and Dennis Muraoka ○ Julia Newman †
Pilar Pacheco ‡ Brenda and Robert Parry §
June and Clayton Paschen ○ Anna and Fletcher Pavin * ○
Berta DePerez and Rafael Perez † Adriana Popescu
Andrew Salinas † Susan Schaefer and Hale Conklin ○
Sheila and John Suarez ○ Barbara Thorpe Cartee ○
Alicia Virtue † Anthony Visalli † Esther and
Thomas Wachtell ○ Richard Wagner ○
Joanne and Daniel Wakelee ○ Marcia and Earl Wakelee †
Judy and Jonathan Wang Rosalind Warner and
W. Michael Hogan † Cynthia J. Wyels * †
Richard Yao † Richard Yao † Celna Zacarias §
Johanna and Wilhelms Zwinkels ○
$500-$999
Stacey and Sean Anderson
Victoria and Manuel Arcabos
Yvonne and Chris Besvold
Barbara and Wayne Davey
Raquel De Los Santos ’12 ’17
Scott DeLoach ’08
Cindy and Jay Derrico
Carole and Dennis Dotson
Talya Drescher
Lauraine Effress
Marie and Juan Francois
Kathy Howard
Angela and Jonathan Light
Jennie Luna
Sally Matteson
Lynn and Neville Ostrick
Vanessa Otto
Virginia Patch
Jennifer and George Rothrock
Ysabel and John Jackovich

$1–$499
Tina and Christopher Abe
Greg Acuna
Ashley Adams
Mary and Bryan Adler
Elizabeth Aguilar
Julia Aguilar
Nereida Aguilera ’16
Alexander Alamillo ’20
Leilani and Jose Alamillo
Victor Hugo Alamillo ’10
Anahi Alatorre ’21
William Alderson
Natalie Alhabash
Elizabeth Allan
Caitlyn Allen ’11
Tim Allison *
Andy Almanza ’20
Crystal Altman
Judith Jenner and
Keith Anderson
Eberardo Andrade ’19
Susan Andrzejewski and
Jennifer Maravola
Anonymous
Elizabeth Arciniega
Melissa Ardila
Emily Arnbrister
Steven Artiga
Adrienne Ashley ’18
Jhoelle Aspuria ’16
Mary Avila
Daniel Avina Ramirez
Brillilia Ayon ’19
Aaron Baer
Tyler Baethe ’21
Dana Baker
Connie and Harley Baker
Heather Trumbower and
Jules Balen
Terry Ballman and
Brian Morrill
Minay Baltazar
Ashley Balzer ’19
Bryant Banuet
Jordon Barney ’20
Kate and Gary Barnhart

Yolanda Barragan ’20
Savannah Barraza ’19
Yissel Barrera
Karina Barron ’18
Coleen and Gary Barsley
Braven Basler
Stacey Beauregard
Dorian Beaver
Maricela Becerra
Lauren Beisel ’20
Jeri and Maynard Belzer
Henry Benavidez
Deirdre ’17 and Rande Bence
Aleesa Bennett-Bouyett and
Timothy Bouyett
Chelsea Bente Russell ’09
and Dustin Russell ’09
Kayla Bentley ’20
Rebecca and Will Berg
Ann Walker and
Michael Berman
Betty and Blake Berriochoa
Daniel Berumen
Leslie Bhutani
Bonnie and Gunnar Biggs
Jennifer Bledsoe ’21
Alissa Blough
Diane Bornstein-Sanders
Nathan Bowden
Brenda Bravo ’10 ’18
Sandra Bravo ’17
Frank Briseno ’10
Marni Brook
Gail Brooks
Hailee Brown
Steven Brown
Carolina Bueno ’21
Pui and Geoffrey Buhl
Jennifer Burkhard ’15
Catherine and Elaine Burris
Kevin Byrne ’12
Susan and Dennis Cabral
Marilyn and Patrick Cahill ’05
Holly Calantog ’16
Kelly Calderon
Michael Calonne ’21
Ilyanna Camacho Luna ’19
Dawn Canfield
Christopher Capaldi ’19
Milytza Carballo

Why I Give ~ SHARON AND CLINT HARPER

Physics Lecturer Clint Harper and his wife Sharon are generous supporters of the University. “My wife Sharon and I have been public school educators in California our entire adult lives. Sharon at the elementary school level and me at the college/university level. Our own university educations, followed by our decades-long careers as educators, have given us and our family a wonderful life. Now that we have the financial means to do so, it’s time to give back: funding scholarships, purchasing laboratory equipment and supplies, and supporting the CSUCI Dolphin Pantry. Hopefully, our donations are not unusual but become the norm. Sharon and I believe that those of us who have received so much from education are obligated to help the next generations.”
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Why I Give ~ LISA RACINE

Alumni Engagement Coordinator Lisa Racine donates regularly to CSUCI. "I was fortunate to have the opportunity to work directly with students and student programs for a number of years, including EOP and direct my contribution to support EOP. I’m thankful to be able to continue to help our students by contributing to our vitally important student support programs. I believe in the work we’re doing as a campus community to help our students to persevere and graduate. Giving is a way to demonstrate that support. A gift doesn’t have to be large to be impactful. The act of giving any amount shows investment in our students, and that means a lot!"
Every effort has been made to post a complete and accurate list. Please report errors to the Development office at 805-437-3683.

Why I Give ~ NATALIE BRADLEY

Natalie Bradley ’14 MBA donated to CSUCI’s Adopt-A-Grad Program in 2020. “I decided to support and donate to the Adopt-A-Grad program for a couple of reasons, one being 2020 had been a complicated year and if anything, I wanted this graduating class to have every resource at their fingertips. Additionally, CI afforded me an excellent education and many life changing opportunities, this was simply my way of paying it forward.”
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Grace Loeffler ’17
Kathy and Randolph Long
Lourdes and Armando Lopez
Diana Lopez ’20
Morgan Lopez ’21
Nathan Lopez
Norma Lopez Magana and
Israel Magana
Aquaria Loredo ’14
John Loredo
Andrew Lorenzana ’16 ’19
Aaliyah Njeri Lowe ’18
Jennifer Lowe-Revell
Cassandra Ludwig ’15
Cynthia and James Ludwig
Constantino Lopez
Beatrice Lutterbeck
Lori Macdonald ’05 and
Alec Macdonald ’12 ’19
Carol Mack
Elizabeth Mack
Brooklynn Magana ’20
Francisco Magdaleno
Nicholas Malinowski
Staci Mallett ’16
Eileen and Michael Maloney
Adrianna Martinez ’17
Claudia Martinez
Maria Martinez
Matt Martinez
Susana Martinez ’12
Christina Martinez ’19
Kaycee Matsumoto
Maj-Britt May
Misty and
David Mayorga ’05 ’11
Brenda Mazariegos
Janet and James McAleney
Laura McAvoy and
Sol Chooljian
Kendall McClellan
Patrick McCoy ’16
Marianne McGrath
Macon McIntyre
Thomas McKiernan
Tommee McMakin ’19
Anjeannette McRoberts
Jessica Medina Magallon
Phillip Mellado
Edgar Mendez
Iris Mendez
Celena Mendoza
Cheyenne Mendoza
Monica Mendoza
Rogelio Mendoza
Yu Meng
Phyllis Michaels
Cindy Mijangos ’20
Hannah Mize ’15
Daniel Mizín
Sara Montenegro ’19
Veronica Montoya
Michelle Moon
Lauri Moore
Angelica Morales
Maria Nogin
Hailee Nolte ’18
Michael Norman
Lawrence Norton
Cameron O’Brien ’19
Sara O’Conlon
Roberto Ocampo
Pamela Ojeda ’21
Joan and Gerald Olsen
Anne and Jim Ondrejko
Sean Higdon and
Julia Ornelas-Higdon
Joanna Orr
Isaac Ortiz ’20
Olivia Ortiz ’19
Sarina Ortiz ’19
Alanna Overturf ’17
Deborah and Robert Owens
Alex Padilla ’17 ’21
Taylor Phelps ’14
Fred Phipps
Pamela Pina ’21
Laura Pistonik
Imelda Pitones
Karla Pitones
Lisa Pitts ’18 and Dylan Pitts
Anahi Plascencia ’20
Roxana Plascencia
Juanita and Ramon Porras
Nathan Porter ’17
Mary and Stuart Proctor
Andrew Prokopow
Sandra Punch
Haleh Rabani ’09
Lisa Racine
Araceli Ramirez
Fernando Ramirez
Francisco Ramirez

Why I Give ~ NEIL MATSUMORI

Neil Matsumori, former Assistant Dean of the USC Rossier School of Education, is a founding member of CSUCI President’s Circle. “As a charter member of the CSUCI President’s Circle, it has been my privilege to assist the campus in a small way, in fulfilling its educational mission to the community.”

Barbara Hedani-Morishita
and Leroy Morishita
Claricia Morris-Hammer ’19
Ray Munoz
Joanna and Paul Murphy
London Murphy ’18
Jared Musich ’17
Abdul Nachawati
Chelsea Narajos ’19
David Naranjo
Blanca Narvaez
Christina Neal
Carolyn and John Nicholson
Purna Pai
June Palazzo ’17
Kathy Pantelas
Nancy Park
Anthony Parra ’20
Danika Patt ’18
Barbara and Patrick Patten
Chad Patteson
Sophia Peniche
Ellyn Perez
Vanessa Perez Hernandez ’20
Jennifer Perry and
Dave Daniels

Karla Ramirez ’17
Maria Ramirez
Rosemary Ramirez ’18
Shaune Ramirez
Silvia Ramirez ’19
Tina Ramirez ’19
Isidro Ramirez Vargtas ’20
Edgar Ramos
Cecilia Rangel
Konstanze Rausch ’17
Justin Redemann ’20
Claudia Reder
Debra Reed-Yung
Why I Give ~ KIM LAMB GREGORY

CSUCI Communication Specialist Kim Lamb Gregory was inspired to start the Dennis Gregory Mechatronics Scholarship at CSUCI in honor of her late husband and raised $25,000 to endow the scholarship. “Dennis was the first in his generation to graduate from college and struggled to make ends meet with jobs at fast food restaurants, junk yards and moving companies. He had nowhere to live but a metal Airstream trailer in the hot, Tucson, Arizona sun, but graduated from the University of Arizona and became a mechanical engineer. We didn’t have children of our own, so I felt he would want me to help other people’s children so they wouldn’t have the same struggles Dennis had.”
Kristen Rodriguez
Jeffrey Rodriguez '20
Federico Rodriguez
Devin Rodriguez
Alejandra Rodriguez '17
Valerie Rivera '11
Delila Rios and
Mari Riojas-Cortez
Michael Richman
Amanda Richitt '20
Margery Ricards
Jazmin Reyes Ambriz
Reynalou Reyes
Steve Relyea
Robin Reilly
John Reid
Lynetta Ivey-Reid and
Moshe Reich '21
Rafael Regalado
Clarence Reeves
Adrienne and
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Charlene and Robert Scudder
Tevin Schmitt '16
Mary and Anthony Scardino
Natalie Saylor
Sherri and Peter Sawaya
Nicole Santibanez '19
Neena Sanchez '20
Maria Sanchez '19
Kamille Mae Sanchez
Ana Sanchez
Amanda '19 and Luis Sanchez
Kateriel Sampang
Michael Sales
Tejas Sachdeva '20
Shelby and Gustav Ryden
Selma Ruiz
Alan Ruiz
Jackie Rose
Karen Romney
Sierra Rojas
Jo Ann Roettgen '17
Marjorie Rodriguez
Marissa Rodriguez
*Stephen Stratton
Connor Stephens
Autumn Steed
Thomas Sparks '19
Zarisbeth Soto-Fabian '21
Belen Soriano-Morales
Sinai Soriano
Alexis Solis
Rianna Smith '19
Drexel and Ronald Smiley
Dee Press
Marianne Slaughter and
Andrea Skinner '16
Bitten Skartvedt
Sarbpreet Singh
Michelle Singer
Emily Sherry '19
Cindy Sherman
Brian Sevier
Ansh Seth '19
Gitana Serna '07
Ashley Seery '13 and
Danielle Seckler '19
Julie and Framroze Virjee
Susan Villegas-Castro '07
Vicki Vierra
Tara Viado '10
Crystal Vargas '20
Bryan Vanden Bossche
James Van Epps
Christopher Valenzano '04
Deyla and
Fatima Urbina
Erin Trimble '19
Yvette Touquet
Matthew Touquet
Karla Torres
Brian Torres
Aaron Tomat
Kaia Tollefson
Miztli Tinajero '18
Dorcas Thille
Anne and Anson Thacher
Ramon Tejada
Maria Tauber
Jazmin Tarula
Venus Tamayo
Edward Alvarado
and Joe Hocamp
Deborah Sutherland-Hocamp
Rebecca Sutcavage '20
Judy and Richard Sturdivan
JoAnn Stuermer
Jennifer Zecena '19
Kevin Yung
Rebekah Wright '14
Michelle and
Marcus Wurtz '15
Edward Wyatt
Gina Yablo '16
Jade Young '18
Kevin Yung
Benjamin Zander '19
Jennifer Zecena '19
BUSINESSES &
ORGANIZATIONS
Al Lowe Construction, Inc.
American Association of
University Women
Anonymous
Assistance League of Ventura
County
Bernzott Capital Advisors
BP Innovations
California Faculty Association
Channel Islands Chapter
Californians for Energy
Independence
CarePodz
Carnegie Art Cornerstones
Catalyst: a division of the Jeff
T. Green Family Foundation
Conrad N. Hilton Foundation
Crest-Vest Corporation
CSU Foundation
CSU Northridge
Deckers Outdoor Corporation
Delta Kappa Gamma Society
International
Ekam, Inc.
Enterprise Rent A Car-
Los Angeles LLC
G.A. Fowler Family
Foundation
Gene Haas Foundation
Golden Biotech, LLC
Gordon Ross Medical
Foundation
GRTW TACTICAL
ImpactAssets
Institute for the Study of
Knowledge
JP Morgan Chase & Co
Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory
Leavens Ranches
LightGabler LLP
Living Peace Foundation
Mechanics Bank
Meissner Filtration
Products, Inc.
Montecito Bank & Trust
MWS Wire Industries
National Association
of Student Personnel
Administrators
National Philanthropic Trust
Ojai Oil Company
Oxnard Ambassadors
Pacific Western Bank
Panda Kroll, Esq. &
Associates
Patagonia Inc.
Polk Bros. Foundation
Premier America Credit Union
Richard M. Schulze Family
Foundation
Santa Barbara City College
Foundation
Schwab Charitable Fund
Simms/Mann Institute for
Education and Community
Development
Socrates Biosciences, Inc
Student Transportation of
America
Sycamore Holdings LLC
Takeda
The Baltoro Trust
The Trade Desk, Inc.
TOLD Corporation
TOLD Foundation
Tolman & Wiker Insurance
Services, LLC
The Mack Foundation
Umpqua Bank
Union Bank
University of St. Thomas
Ventura County Community
Foundation
Ventura County Credit Union
Ventura Investment Co
Walker Pools, INC
West Coast ENT
Yardi Systems
GRANTS
Center for American Progress
ECMC Foundation
June G. Outhwaite
Charitable Trust
Richard M. Schulze
Family Foundation
Southern California Edison
The Bernard Osher
Foundation
GIFTS IN KIND
Follett Higher Education
Group
Janet Lever
Brianne McGrath
Gayla and Santi Visalli